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answer all questions 

 paRT – a (10�2=20 Marks)

1. How an image formation is modeled ?

2. state mach band effect.

3. What is histogram ? How is it generated for an image.

4. How negative of an image is obtained ?

5. Why the restoration is called as unconstrained restoration ?

6. Define region growing.

7. What is an image pyramid ?

8. state whether the given Huffman code 0, 10, 01, 011 for the symbols a1, a2, a3, 

a4 is uniquely decodable or not.
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9. mention the demerits of chain code.

10. give the formula for diameter of boundary.

 paRT – B (5�13=65 Marks)

11. a) Explain the components of image processing system. (13)

(oR)

 b) i) Discuss the effects of non uniform sampling and quantization. (6)

  ii) Explain how color images are represented using Hsi color space model. (7)

12. a) Discuss about smoothing and sharpending spatial Filtering in detail. (13)

(oR)

 b) Write short notes on ideal Butterworth and gaussian Filters. (13)

13. a) i) How image restoration is performed using Wiener filter ? Explain. (8)

  ii) apply a suitable filter for the marked pixels in the image, which is 
corrupted by salt and pepper noise. (5)
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(oR)

 b) i) Discuss the behavior of first and second order derivatives for a step and 

ramp edge.  (8)

  ii) How an image is segmented using region growing technique ? Explain. (5)

14. a) i) Discuss mpEg scheme in detail. (6)

  ii) obtain the Huffman code for the word ‘aCCEssoRiEs’ and determine 

the compression ratio. (7)

(oR)
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 b) i) Describe the various steps involved in encoding an image using JpEg 

standard. (6)

  ii) Code the message ‘CaB’ using arithmetic coding algorithm. The 

probabilities are {a-0.6, B-0.3, C-0.1} (7)

15. a) Explain in detail any two boundary representation schemes and illustrate 

with examples. (13)

(oR)

 b) Explain image recognition based on matching. (13)
 

 paRT – C (1�15=15 Marks)

16. a) Compare power required and power available in flight performance.

(oR)

 b) Criticize the centre of gravity of the helicopter. 
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